
Property Name:                                                              Date:                         .

Completed By:                                                           Unit #:                 .

APARTMENT INSPECTION and APARTMENT TURNOVER Checklist (Page 1)

WATER EFFICIENCY

1
□YES 

□NO

2
□YES 

□NO

3
□YES 

□NO

4
□YES 

□NO

5
□YES 

□NO

6
□YES 

□NO

7
□YES 

□NO

8
□YES 

□NO

9
□YES 

□NO

10
□YES 

□NO

11
□YES 

□NO

Bathroom : Showerhead

Check the rated flow rate of the showerhead.

Rated flow rate should be 1.5 GPM or less.

If rating is not visible - measure the flow rate using 

a Flow Gauge Measuring Bag (see instructions 

below).

Bathroom : Faucet

Check the rated flow rate of the faucet aerator. 

Rated flow rate should be 1.0 GPM or less. 

If rating is not visible - measure the flow rate using 

a Flow Gauge Measuring Bag (see instructions 

below).

Problem 

Found?PROCEDURE DETAILS Notes:

Bathroom: Toilet

Check the toilet tank for leaks.

Drop one capful of Mrs. Stewart's Liquid Bluing into 

the Tank. 

If the water in the bowl begins turning blue - there 

is a leak and the flapper needs repair.

Bathroom : Shower

Check the tub downspout for leaks while 

showerhead is On. 

Turn the showerhead ON. Check the tub downspot 

for leaks. Repair/Replace the shower diverter if 

leaking.

Bathroom : Faucet

Inspect the aerator cartridge for corrosion.

Inspect the aerator catridge for corrosion. Replace 

any aerators that show significant signs of 

damage. 

Bathroom: Toilet

Check the rated flow rate of the toilet.

Toilet rating (in GPF) should be 1.28 GPF or less.

Check the toilet itself for a written rating - if not 

on the outside surface - check the inside of the 

tank.

Kitchen: Faucet

Check the rated flow rate of the faucet aerator

Rated flow rate should be 1.5 GPM or less.

If rating is not visible - measure the flow rate using 

a Flow Gauge Measuring Bag (see instructions 

below).

Kitchen : Faucet

Inspect the aerator cartridge for corrosion.

Inspect the aerator catridge for corrosion. Replace 

any aerators that show significant signs of 

damage. 

Bathroom: 

Inspect all accessible plumbing for leaks.
Be sure to inspect all plumbing - including under 

the bathroom vanity.

Bathroom: Hot Water

Measure the hot water temperature.

Is hot water temperature is above 130°F?

If temperatures in ALL units are above 130°F, check 

with supervisor about reducing the hot water 

setpoint at the water heater. 

Kitchen: 

Inspect all accessible plumbing for leaks.
Be sure to inspect all plumbing - including under 

any cabinetry. 

Flow Gauge Measuring Bag Instructions: (These instructions are based on typical bags - be sure to read the instructions on the bag 

itself, and follow those if  they are different.)

1-Turn the faucet/showerhead on ALL THE WAY. 

2 - Hold the bag under the faucet/showerhead for 5 seconds. 

3- Read the level of the water in the bag - it shoudl be marked with a flow rating (in GPM).
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ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY

1
□YES 

□NO

2
□YES 

□NO

3
□YES 

□NO

HVAC EFFICIENCY

1
□YES 

□NO

2
□YES 

□NO

3
□YES 

□NO

4
□YES 

□NO

5
□YES 

□NO

6
□YES 

□NO

VENTILATION

1
□YES 

□NO

2
□YES 

□NO

3
□YES 

□NO

Inspect ALL Appliances

Make sure all appliances have the ENERGY STAR 

label. If not clear - write down the model number 

and follow the instructios found in the How-To 

Binder to check if it has the label.

Note any appliances which are not ENERGY STAR 

rated. Keep an inventory of these appliances for 

future replacement.

Inspect Refrigerator Seal
Check the plastic gasket of the refrigerator - 

replace if there are any gaps between the door and 

frame. 

Radiators and/or Electric Heaters - turn OFF if 

Vacant

Inspect ALL Light Fixtures

(Kitchen, Bedrooms, Bathrooms)

Replace any Incandescent or T12 Fluorescnent 

Bulbs. Refer to the "Minimum Equipment 

Standards" in the How-To Binder for replacement 

guidelines.

Check all Windows/Doors/AC Sleeves/Pipe 

Penetrations
Check for any gaps which allow air or water enter 

the building. Seal any small gaps. 

Clean ALL Exhaust Fan Grilles/Covers (in Bath and 

Kitchen)

Grilles/covers should be removed and cleaned to 

remove any dirt buildup. At unit turn, remove cover 

and clean exhaust fan blades.

Check Ventilation Rates
Ventilation Grates should support a square of toilet 

paper when operating properly. Make sure fan is 

switched on to test.

Verify Temperature Controls Work Corretly

Change setpoint to force the unit to turn on. Make 

sure the HVAC unit turns on in response to change 

in setpoint. Return the setpoint to the original 

value after testing.

Clean/Replace HVAC Unit Filter
Clean Filter if it is replaceable. If filters are 

disposable - install a new filter.

Check Window Operation

Ensure windows close properly. There should not 

be any gaps around the frame when closed. Inspect 

for any gaps between moving pieces and stationary 

pieces of the window asembly. Weatherstripping 

should be installed if gaps are observed.

Provide Resident Instructions on Thermostat 

Operation

Discuss thermostat operation with current 

resident. Answer any of their questions about 

thermostat operations. Provide instructional 

material for operating the thermostat.

Test Ventilation Switch (if applicable)
Test that bathroom/kitchen exhaust fans turn on 

and off with wall switch.  (If applicable)


